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Results of lidar modeling based on spatial-angular filtering efficiency criteria are presented. Their
analysis shows that the low spatial-angular filtering efficiency of traditional visible and near-infrared
systems is an important cause of low signal�background-radiation ratio �SBR� at the photodetector input.
The low SBR may be responsible for considerable measurement errors and ensuing the low accuracy of
the retrieval of atmospheric optical parameters. As shown, the most effective protection against sky
background radiation for groundbased biaxial lidars is the modifying of their angular field according to
a spatial-angular filtering efficiency criterion. Some effective approaches to achieve a high filtering
efficiency for the receiving system optimization are discussed. © 2002 Optical Society of America
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1. Introduction

A customarily stated rule of thumb in the design of
visible and near-infrared lidar receiving optics is that
the field of view should match the atmosphere illu-
minated cone.1–4 This would ensure that only the
background radiation coming from the same direc-
tions as the useful signal would be obtained. How-
ever, in general this is not a practical rule, because it
ignores the displacement of the scattering volume
image in the receiver as a function of the range oc-
curring in a monostatic biaxial lidar system �i.e., a
lidar with a small initial base L between the optical
axes of the receiver and the transmitter� and defo-
cusing effects due to the finite size of the receiving
aperture, especially important for scattering volumes
at short ranges. In practice usually a larger recep-
tion field of view is needed to ensure catching all of
the useful signals, which entails an increase of the
background radiation reaching the photodetector.

By assessing the effects of image displacement, one
can tailor the lidar-receiver field of view in a practical
way so as to reject �spatially filter out� to the maxi-
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mum possible extent the background radiation while
preserving the useful returned signal. For example,
to reduce a power of background radiation entering to
the receiving system, one can form the angular field
of a monostatic biaxial lidar by means of a round field
diaphragm, the hole size of which is chosen from the
condition of undistorted passing of signals that come
from the trace in the range interval �Rmin, Rmax�.4,5

Although herewith a coming background light is sub-
jected to some restriction, an efficiency of background
selection turns out not to be high.

A known way of tracking the scattering volume and
its spatial displacements on the image plane seeks to
compensate the R2 range factor appearing in the de-
nominator of the lidar equation.6–8 The essence of
the method consists of a vignetting of the signals
coming from the near layers of the investigated me-
dium, in inverse proportion to the square of current
range, stopping this vignetting for the signals back-
scattered from the layer at Rmax. As a result one can
reduce considerably the dynamic range of the re-
ceived echo signals to prevent information losses
when relatively narrow-range photoreceiving devices
are used. Technical realizations of the R2-
compensating optical elements doing such a vignett-
ing can differ, but very often they have the problem of
being subject to responsivity inhomogeneities over
the photodetector area, which may lead to significant
errors in the range factor compensation and conse-
quently a degradation of the measurement accuracy.3
From the standpoint of stability against background,
many of these optical compensators are extremely



inefficient when working on small ranges, close to the
minimum range of sounding.

The following sections present the fundamentals
and the practical implementation of techniques that
allow us to improve the spatial-filtering efficiency of
monostatic biaxial lidar systems.

2. Criterion of Spatial-Angular Filtering Efficiency for
Biaxial Lidar

For common monostatic lidars the assumption that
the fields of view for signal and background radiation
are the same is not sufficiently correct. During bi-
axial lidar operation the farther the pulse scattering
volume is from the apparatus, the less the distance
between the volume image and the receiving optics
focal plane is. Therefore along the sounding process
the shape and the area of the scattering volume im-
age are changed. The deeper the sounding range is,
the more considerable these changes are. As a rule,
for such systems the instantaneous signal field of
view is considerably less than the field of view for
background radiation. That is why the real signal–
background ratio is strongly different from the one
estimated by the traditional approach.

Let us introduce a figure of merit J as a spatial-
angular filtering efficiency criterion of the system

J � �s��0, (1)

where �s is the signal field of view and �0 is the
receiver field of view.

Practically, the angular field �0 of the receiver is
the background radiation angular field �b��0 � �b�
for systems in which the background fills up all the
angular field of the receiving optics. This condition
will be assumed in the following discussion.

3. Instantaneous Angular Field for Return Signal

The receiving objective of the lidar gathers the radi-
ation scattered by the atmosphere and focuses it on
the image plane. According to the optical systems
theory the image M� of a point M at a distance R of an
unaberrated image-forming optical system, is away
from the focal plane a distance z and is displaced from
the optical axis a distance x:

z�R� � f 2��R � f �; x�R� � Lf��R � f �, (2)

where f is the system focal length.
As it is clear from Fig. 1, for the simplified model of

the transmitted beam with initial diameter d0 and
beam divergence �0, the beam diameter at distance R
and with point M as a center is d�R� � d0 � R�0; then
the image diameter with center in point M� is equal to

W�R� � �d0 � �0 R� f��R � f �. (3)

The centers of the images of the scattering volumes
lay on a straight line forming an angle � � arctg� f�L�
with the focal plane of the receiving optics. Then the
instantaneous angular field of the lidar system for
signal is:

�s�R� � S�R��	 z�R� � f
2,

where S�R� is the area of the spot with diameter
W�R�.

When a path range from Rmin to Rmax is sounded
the image of the scattering volume shifts from a circle
with center coordinates 	x�Rmin�, z�Rmin�
 and diam-
eter W�Rmin� to a circle with center coordinates
	x�Rmax�, z�Rmax�
 and diameter W�Rmax�.3 The an-
gular field of view changes accordingly.

4. Spatial-Angular Filtering Efficiency of Typical Lidar
Systems

In case of typical monostatic systems, the field of view
of receiving optics is determined by a field diaphragm
placed in the objective image plane. At the chosen
minimal sounding range Rmin, the diameter of the
image spot is

W�Rmin� � �d0�Rmin � �0� f.

A. Round Diaphragm

Although for scattering signals coming from far at-
mosphere slices the image size will be considerably
less than W�Rmin�, one chooses the field diaphragm
diameter according to Rmin, taking into account the
spot shift span from the optical axis �Fig. 2�:

dD1 � 	 x�Rmin� � x�Rmax�
 � 	W�Rmin� � W�Rmax�
�2,

where x�R� is given by the second of expressions �2�,
and the value of z�R� is small.

But choosing the stop diameter in that way leads to
a large angular field for the background radiation,
and to a value J �� 1 that may impair the measure-
ment accuracy. Indeed, one can obtain, taking into
account Eqs. �2� and �3�, and considering Rmax ��
Rmin and Rmin �� f,

dD1 � 	�d0�2 � L��Rmin � �0
 f.

Assuming that the signal and background fields of
view are given respectively by �s � Si�R��f2 and �o �

Fig. 1. Optical scheme to explain the shift of the scattering-
volume image in monostatic biaxial lidar. 1, beam output aper-
ture; 2, probing beam; 3, optical axis of transmitter; 4, optical axis
of receiving system; 5, receiving lens; 6, optical axis of monitoring
trace image.
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So�f2 �where Si and So are respectively the areas of
the image of the scattering volume and the stop�, the
spatial-angular efficiency �1� of the optical system
with a field stop diameter dD1 is

J1 �
�d0�R � 0�

2

�d0�2 � L
Rmin

� 0�2 . (4)

As an example let us take typical values for the
parameters of a lidar optical system as follows:
0 � 10�3 rad, f � 1 m, d0 � 0.02 m, and the distance
between the transmitted-beam axis and the
receiving-system optical axis �lidar base� L � 0.5 m.
The function J1�R�Rmin� is represented in Fig. 3.

As shown, the spatial filtering efficiency of this
optical system is low. At the same time, if there are
tolerances in the mutual orientation of the transmit-

ting and receiving optics axes, we must accept a
larger diaphragm diameter.

B. Wedgelike Diaphragm

The lidar field stop can be chosen in a more suitable
way. According to the form of the scattering-volume
image trace, given by Eqs. �2� and �3� and shown in
Fig. 1, if the mutual orientation of the transmitter
and receiver optics is fixed, a diaphragm shaped as
the “image trace” would accept the lidar backscat-
tered radiation from the Rmin to Rmax range3 while
limiting the background radiation reaching the de-
tector. This trace looks like a wedge with round
ends �Fig. 2�.

As it has been shown, for a monostatic biaxial lidar
the size of the scattering volume image decreases as
the light pulse propagates away from the transmitter
	Eq. �3�
, as does the displacement from the focal
plane and from the receiving-system optical axis.
Likewise, as discussed in Section 3, the locus of image
centers lies on a line forming an angle � � arctg f�L
with the focal plane �Fig. 1�. That means the stop
previously discussed should form the angle � with
respect to the focal plane.

As the coordinates �x1, z1� of point M1 and �x2, z2�
of point M2 are

	Lf��Rmax � f �, f 2��Rmax � f �


and

	Lf��Rmin � f �, f 2��Rmin � f �
,

the projection of the wedge-shaped diaphragm area
on the focal plane can be calculated approximately as

SD2p �
W�Rmin� � W�Rmax�

2
� x2 � x1�

� �
W 2�Rmin� � W 2�Rmax�

8
.

And taking into account Eq. �3�, it can be shown
that for Rmax �� Rmin, Rmin �� f, and �0 �� d0�Rmin,

SD2p �
f 2

2 �� d0

Rmin
� 2�0� L

Rmin
�

�

2 � d0

Rmin
� �0��0� .

Then the spatial-angular filtering efficiency of such
system is

J2 �
Si

SD2p
�

�

2 �1 �
d0

R�0
�2

�2 �
d0

Rmin�0
� L

Rmin�0
�

�

2 �1 �
d0

Rmin�0
� .

(5)

The result is plotted in Fig. 3 for the typical system
parameters used in Subsection 4.A. For such a sys-
tem an increase of filtering efficiency J2 is observed in
comparison with J1, though still J2 �� 1.

Fig. 2. Relations between the cross section of signals from ranges
Rmin, R, and Rmax and the background radiation cross section in
the sounded-path image locus for different field-of-view dia-
phragms.

Fig. 3. �a� Spatial-angular efficiency versus normalized distance
R�Rmin function for optical systems with round �J1�, wedgelike
�J2�, and compensating �J3� diaphragms at Rmin � 0.2 km; �b�
Spatial-angular efficiency as minimal sounding range Rmin 	m

function for optical systems with round, wedgelike and compen-
sating diaphragms at R �� Rmin. Curves are computed for �0 � 1
mrad, f � 1 m, L � 0.5 m.
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C. R2-Factor Compensating Diaphragm

To a range of cases nonround diaphragms of compen-
sating type can be applied.4–7 These cases are in-
tended for the reduction of the dynamic range of the
received lidar signals �in most cases by range square
compensation�. Let us evaluate the receiving-
system efficiency in background-radiation protection,
when the compensating diaphragm vignettes the ra-
diation flow that comes from short distances, provid-
ing a range square �R2� compensation, and does not
vignette signals coming from distant layers. Con-
sidering SD3 to be the diaphragm area, the spatial-
angular filtering efficiency of such a system can be
written as

J3 � SiKv�SD3,

where Kv � Sx�Si is the received flow vignetting co-
efficient, Sx is the area of intersection of the image
spot and the compensating diaphragm, and Si is the
image-spot area. It is clear that J3 � Sx�SD3. A
shape of compensating diaphragm is shown in Fig. 3.

It can be shown that the following relations hold3:

Sx � 	1 � x�R��a
W�R�W�Rmin�,

SD3 � W�Rmin�	a�2 � �W�Rmin��8
,

where a � f �L�Rmin � L�Rmax � �0�2�, and x�R� is
determined from Eq. �2�.

Using Eq. �3�, and assuming again Rmax �� Rmin,
Rmin �� f, and for a� � f �L�Rmin � �0�2� the efficiency
J3 can be written as

J3 �
8	1 � x�R��a�
0

�0 � 4a�

. (6)

The analysis shows that the background filtering
efficiency J3 is high for long ranges, but at short
sounding distances the vignetting of lidar signal sig-
nificantly worsens the signal–background-radiation
ratio �see Fig. 3�.

Thus we conclude that common systems may have
a low spatial-angular filtering efficiency J against
background radiation, and it can be much less than 1.
The spatial-angular-background filtering efficiency is
sensitive to the absolute value of Rmin and can drop
below of the 0.1 level, as shown in Fig. 3. Low values
of merit of the J figure lead to low signal–background
ratio at the photodetector input, which may result in
poor measurement accuracy.

5. Optimal Field-of-View of Biaxial Lidar

As one can see from the section 4, common systems
may have a low spatial-angular filtering efficiency J
against background radiation, and it can be much
less than 1. That leads to low signal–background
ratio at the photodetector input, and low measure-
ment accuracy may take place.

If the lidar receiver follows the scattering impulse
volume on current distance R along a sounded trace
�Fig. 2, J4�, it is possible to minimize the receiving
optical system’s angular field for background radia-

tion. For unaberrated optics the optimal angular
field to receive all of the echo signal can be deter-
mined from the following:

opt�R� R � 0 R � d0,

where the right part of the expression corresponds to
the probing beam diameter on range R. Following
the scattering impulse volume at short distances
�about Rmin� is the most important aspect of the
method from the standpoint of protection against
background radiation. It allows minimizing the
measuring error conditioned by background radia-
tion. At long distances a relation �opt � �0 will be
correct.

As a rule for common lidar, the use of the operation
range �Rmin, Rmax� and with a circular field stop
placed in the focal plane, the first approximation of
the receiving field of view is considered to be equal
to2,4

com � 0 � 2� � 2L�Rmin,

where � is the angle between the optical axes of the
emitting and the receiving systems, and subscript com
means common system. Hence for � � 0 the mini-
mal operating range of common wide-angle systems
is approximately

Rmin
com � 2L��com � 0�.

One can estimate numerically the increase of the
stability against background radiation due to main-
taining the optimal angular field of the receiver for
� � 0 by considering a ratio of powers Pb of penetrat-
ing background flows in common and optimized cas-
es:

U � Pb
com�Pb

opt � �com�opt�
2

� 	�0 � 2L�Rmin���0 � d0�R�
2.

To estimate the SBR improving extent by calculat-
ing the lower limit of U, let us set R � Rmin in the
denominator of the last equation. Then

Umin � �1 � 2L�Rmin0�
2 � �1 � g�2,

where g is the lidar system parameter, g � 2L�
0Rmin, and we suppose that Rmin0 �� d0 and L ��
d0. For g � 1 . . . 10 �for example, if 0 � 1 mrad, L
� 0.5 m, Rmin � 100 . . . 1000 m� the increasing SBR
can reach values Vt � 4 . . . 121. This means that a
significant advantage in decreasing the background
clutter can be obtained when the optimal field of view
is used.

The authors intend to discuss technical means for
optimization of field of view and to give detailed nu-
merical estimations of reachable effects in a future
article.

6. Practical Use of Wedgelike Field Diaphragm

The analysis carried out in the previous sections al-
lowed the assessing of the fundamental limits of the
background-radiation filtering. To do this the as-
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sumption that the background-filtering stop matched
the profile of the scattering volume was implicit. As
discussed in Section 4 this led to a wedge-shaped stop
placed at an angle with respect to the focal plane.

While this ensures having the minimum field of
view that accepts all return signals for all of the
exploration range, it may be nonpractical from a me-
chanical standpoint. For mechanical simplicity one
would in general prefer using a stop in a plane that is
parallel to the focal plane at a distance z�Rmin� from
it, given by the first of Eqs. �2�. When the stop is
parallel to the focal plane it cannot “follow” the image
of the instantaneous scattering volume �whose posi-
tion depends on the range, as discussed in Section 2�,
and defocusing effects must be taken into account,
especially for the shorter ranges, if the total return
signal is to be accepted. Such a situation is illus-
trated in Fig. 4.

If we assume the field stop is going to be placed on
the Rmin-image plane �that lies at distance-z�Rmin�
from the focus�, we should take into account that the
illumination law produced on the z�Rmin� plane by the
signal echoed from a scattering volume at distance R
will be the two-dimensional convolution of the illu-
mination law produced in the z�R� plane �that would
in turn be a scaled version of the illumination law
over the scattering volume� with a defocused spot
formed from every point of the R-layer image by a
lens of diameter D equal to the input-pupil diameter.
Such a spot will be defocused up to the size �Fig. 4�:

Qspot
Rmin � D� zRmin � zR��� f � zR�

� fD�R � Rmin��R Rmin, (7)

where z�R� is given again by the first of Eqs. �2�, and
the approximation holds when R �� f.

To evaluate the extent of the R-layer spot vignett-
ing by the wedge-like diaphragm, and accepting the
uniform distribution of the lidar signal intensity on
the image cross section, we introduce a vignetting
factor VR min�R� as

VRmin�R� � 	Qspot
R min�R��WRmin�R�
2. (8)

Using Eqs. �3� and �8�, assuming R �� f, �0 ��
d0�Rmin, and introducing one more system parameter
h � D��0Rmin, we can obtain

VRmin�R� � h2�1 � Rmin�R�2. (9)

This expression is plotted as a function of R�Rmin
for several typical values of the parameter h in Fig. 5.
According to it, for h � 0.3 we can consider the spot
vignetting effect as small enough ��10%�. More-
over, it is easy to check that if a Gaussian distribution
of the radiation intensity on the image cross section is
considered, the wedgelike diaphragm will give a bet-
ter value of vignetting than for the uniform distribu-
tion.

7. Conclusions

The defined J figure of merit evaluates the spatial
filtering efficiency of the lidar receiving system with
regard to its ability to reject background radiation
while accepting the backscattered laser signal. It
allows us to compare different receiving-system de-
signs from the point of view of their immunity against
background radiation. To protect the optical system
from background radiation one should devise a spa-
tial filtering scheme leading to a J figure as close as
possible to 1. In this case, however, �J � 1 that is
illustrated in Fig. 2 by the case J4� the traditional
estimations of the signal–background ratio at the
photodetector input that assume a field of view for
background radiation equal to the instantaneous sig-
nal field of view are correct.
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